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Dear student-teachers,

Warmest greetings to all incoming 
student-teachers and returning 
teachers—welcome to NIE, the 
Heart of Education and my 
heartiest congratulations on having 
successfully gained admission into 
our programmes!
 

A special warm welcome to our 
newly-arrived international students—Postgraduate Diploma in 
English Language Teaching scholars from China, Scholars sent 
by the Royal Education Council of Bhutan and from the Leaders 
& Educators in Asia Programme (LEAP) from the Philippines 
sponsored by TF-NIE LEAP. I wish you a very pleasant and 
meaningful sojourn at NIE and in Singapore.

 
A warm welcome back, too, to all our NIE student-teachers 

and teachers returning to a new semester after a long and, 
hopefully, restful break!

 
We are living in a highly changing local and global 

environment. We must be prepared to embrace new mindsets 
as we embark on our journey towards becoming effective 
teachers in multicultural classrooms in a global city such as ours. 
As you enter our programmes, be prepared to be challenged 
academically, mentally & physically. Be ready to embrace new 
pedagogical approaches. ‘The world is your classroom.’ Be ready 
to learn anywhere, everywhere and all the time. Do not think that 
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It is the start of a new semester 
yet again. I extend my warmest 
welcomes to all freshmen joining 
NIE; hope this is the start of a 
wonderful journey. For the rest 
of you, welcome back to a new 
school term.

During the recent holidays, many of us would have 
relished the chance to learn new things or to engage 
in various personal hobbies. Still others have made 
overseas trips (Read about Travel Club’s foray 
to Beijing/Moscow and Australia respectively), 
attended forums like the 2nd ASEAN Educational 
Youth Forum or perhaps participated in camps like 
the Bsc Eco Camp and ASEAN Youth Mania Camp. 
In short, it would seem that NIE students have 
made good use of their break, spending it in both an 
interesting and meaningful way.

In this issue of Voices, there are also many snippets 
from newly graduated student teachers as well as 
student teachers who have experienced practicum. 
Their shared thoughts and experiences are an insight 
into life, into teaching. 2009 PGDE Valedictorian 
Andrew Chong also shares his class speech here, 
which is both rousing and inspiring.

Go green here with us as well and read about the 
Green Generation Concert as well as how a talk by 
Jane Goodall went in June this year. 

All in all, have an enjoyable read and a good semester 
ahead.

Yours Truly,
Ng Pei Yun Melissa

TTC Publications Officer
Editor in Chief of NIE Voices 2009

you are learning only within the confines of a Lecture Theatre 
or a Tutorial Room. Let the environment and community also be 
your teacher.

 
NIE prides herself on delivering internationally bench-

marked, evidence-based, academically rigorous and holistic 
teacher education programmes. Throughout our programmes, 
strong theory-practice links are ensured through a tripartite 
partnership model between NIE, MOE & our schools.

 
To develop holistically, do engage in ‘life beyond your books’ 

and consider joining any of our 16 student clubs and strive to 
make NIE a more vibrant campus! Join in the many student 
club activities planned for you, be it in an international service-
learning project to Thailand or Sikkim, to learning a skill at our 
NIE Learning Festival, or having fun at our GESL Mini-Olympics 
or learning hip-hop through our DanceFuzion Club. It is through 
active participation with your peers that lasting friendships and a 
teaching fraternity is forged. Make the most of your time at NIE.

 
I wish you an enjoyable and meaningful semester ahead!

With best wishes
Professor Lee Sing Kong

Director
National Institute of Education
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Club Jeux celebrated her first 
birthday at SMU Settlers’ Café on 
February 6! The event was packed 

with games, lucky draws, cake-cutting 
and free-flow of food and drinks; a treat 
for the over 60 participants who attended 
the event. 

We were honoured to have Professor 
Tan Oon Seng, Professor Goh Kim Chuan 
and A/P Angela Wong as our Guests 
-of-Honour and of course, as our game 
participants. We were also privileged 
to have Mr. Nikki Lim, a local game 
designer who had won several awards 
to grace our event, and kindly sponsor 
our lucky draw prizes. Apart from the 
game prizes from Mr. Lim, Mr. Joseph 
Tan from Melchiz Pte Ltd also sponsored 
our “hong bao” lucky dip, which was 
a hit with our participants. Apart from 

these distinguished guests, chairpersons 
and representatives from the various NIE 
clubs lent us their support as well.

There were also requests from Ngee 
Ann Polytechnic’s game club committee 
to coach them in the development of their 
club! These are exciting times and we 
want to involve the NIE community as we 
chart a new path for both the club, and the 
education scene in Singapore! So come on 
down to our booth or email us to find out 
more; we hope to see you! 

CLUB JEUX 
BIRTHDAY BASH

It was an exceptionally exciting 
morning for the Chinese 
counterparts of NIE. On 23rd January 

2009, the Chinese Language Educational 
and Research Club (CLEAR Club) and 
the PGDELT students, jointly staged 
a Chinese New Year celebration as we 
welcomed the Year of Ox 2009 together 
with our fellow schoolmates.

The event kicked off with a 
performance by the NTU Lion Dance 
Troupe. Everyone gathered excitedly to 
watch the drummers hit their drums to 
tempo for the Lion Dancers. Delighted 
guests went back to their seats soon after 
the Lion Dance performance, carrying 
along with them attractive-looking 
goodie bags.

After settling down, a short speech 
was made by guest speakers. Then, the 
emcees introduced the next performing 
group. With much anticipation, the 
Diabolo Club made its entrance and 

performed various stunts with their 
Chinese Yo-yos. The audience was so 
captivated by their challenging stunts 
that they clapped continuously to cheer 
the performers on.

The emcees then decided to 
engage the audience by inviting two 
participants to play some interesting 
guessing-of-food games. It was fun to 
see them making wild guesses!

The PGDELT students sang 
and performed a fashion show.
Their performance brought about 
entertainment and everyone seemed 
pleased to see them putting in much 
effort for their performance.

We were pleased to have our own 
NIE DanceFuzion to perform for us on 
this special occasion too. They were 
entertaining with their slick modern 
dance moves. Then, the NTU Chinese 
Orchestra also staged a wonderful 
performance by engaging us in their 
melodious yet powerful tunes. We were 
simply immersed in the festive mood.

Finally, the Chinese New Year 
celebration ended on a happy note as we 
had Lo-hei, buffet and lucky draw. We can 
still recall the grin on the faces of the lucky 
winners as they received their prizes!

Lai Xiao Xin
CLEAR Club

Happy Niu Year!

Angelene Tjoandi
Chairperson, Club JeuxProfessor Tan Oon Seng (third from right),  

Dean of Foundation Programmes with Club Jeux

Professor Tan Oon Seng enjoying a game
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Wong Gaik Choon
Vice-Chair of TICE ECO Camp Organizing Com

The Reefs, The Sea Stars and The 
Sotongs’ – the theme for TICE 
Eco Camp 2009 that was held 

during the recent holidays, at our very 
own campus. It was the first time NIE 
organized and hosted the camp which 
is conducted annually to reinforce 
environmental consciousness and 
responsibility among tertiary students of 
Singapore. 

Supported by the Singapore 
Environment Council (SEC), the 
three-day-two-night camp saw more 
than 60 students from eight tertiary 
institutions (Nanyang Polytechnic, 
Nanyang Techonological University, 
National Institute of Education, National 
University of Singapore, Ngee Ann 
Polytechnic, Republic Polytechnic, 
Singapore Polytechnic and Temasek 
Polytechnic) participating in a myriad 
of activities that focused mainly on 
contemporary environmental issues. 

‘

The Reefs, The Sea Stars  
and The Sotongs

Unique to this year’s camp, the 
participants role-played as members of 
an environment-loving society which 
is determined to conserve an island 
slated for commercial development. The 
participants first sat through a series of 
enlightening talks on biodiversity and 
climate change by our former director 
of NIE and Guest-of-Honour, Prof Leo 
Tan, as well as distinguished speakers 
such as Asst Prof Shawn Lum and Asst 
Prof Chang Chew Hung from the NSSE 
and HSSE faculties of NIE respectively. 
Following which they had their fair 
share of fun competing against each 

other in Green Challenge where they 
had to perform different tasks related to 
environmental conservation.

One of the main highlights of the 
camp was a guided tour around Chek 
Jawa, Pulau Ubin. Chek Jawa is home 
to a diverse number of ecosystems and 
Singapore is in the midst of preserving 
this beautiful natural heritage. The rich 
flora and fauna it presented  clearly 
overwhelmed the participants. 

Based on the experiences over the two 
days, the camp culminated in the groups 
coming up with a presentation which 
was then presented on the final day of 
the camp. From skits to powerpoint 
presentations, the participants showed of 
their creativity in their presentations and 
it was certainly enriching and enjoyable 
for all who were present including the 
TICE committee members.
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On behalf of team GENIE,
Caleb Ho

Green Generation Concert ‘09 is a project done by GENIE, 
group 10 of GESL, January PGDE (Sec).  

Green Generation 
Concert

When we first heard about this project, we were motivated as much by 
the chance of meeting Dr Jane Goodall as by the good cause of the 
concert as part of a bigger green movement on a global scale. On the 

other hand, we were also worried about the scale and complexity of the project, as 
we would be given free reign over the concert. 

Fortunately, optimism and hope triumphed. And it would be this hope that 
would pull us through the project, when we faced setbacks and delays along 
the way in terms of sourcing for quality performers willing to perform ex gratia, 
finding funds and sourcing for affordable logistics and spreading awareness and 
publicity. We constantly worried about the weather as rain would spell serious 
trouble for our open-air concert. This journey has brought us together as a team 
and we have truly learned many things as leaders in the service of learners.

On the day of the concert, we were blessed with good weather. Everything 
fell in place and we started to see our months of labour bear fruit. We managed 
to engage quality performers from local youth idol competitions and professional 
bands to perform and spread the awareness of the green cause and habits 
harmoniously. We also had a wonderful turnout of audience, filling up the grass 
spaces on the beautiful slopes of Palm Valley, Botanic Gardens to make this a truly 
wonderful and meaningful concert. 

Our Mascot

STOMP, a performance by Chestnut Drive 
Secondary School using recycled materials.

Green Generation Concert 09. Open air 

concert and picnic, best of both worlds

Start of Concert – Chung Cheng 
High School Band

Dr Jane Goodall 
addressing audience

NGO boothsNIE’s very own Dance Fuzion 
rocking the house down
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Nur Huda Ishak

Saving our Earth
Renowned primatologist and 

environmental advocate Dr 
Jane Goodall visited NIE on 4th 

June 2009. This event was organised 
by NIE Foundation Programmes Office 
and NIE PGDE (January 2009) GESL 
Group 13, with the support of Jane 
Goodall Institute Singapore. For about 
45 minutes, Dr Goodall spoke to the 
graduating intake of NIE in NTU’s Lee 
Kong Chian Theatre. She shared with 

the audience her personal experience 
on how she came to be working with 
the chimpanzees in Gombe, Africa from 
the time she was in her 20’s. Dr Goodall 
also emphasized to us how the cavalier 
way that humans have been treating 
the environment is ruining the natural 
habitats of wild animals such as these 
apes. She encouraged us to try harder 
at saving the planet, for it is the only 
planet that we have. The session ended 

with a 30-minute Q&A session, during 
which the beginning teachers interacted 
with her and other guests on how they 
could encourage their own students to 
work hard at saving the environment. 
For many of us, the session provided 
fascinating insights into Dr Goodall’s 
life’s work and also the sheer urgency of 
the current environmental crisis.

The NIE Campus came alive with 
the sounds of music and laughter 
between January 12th and 16th as 

the Trainee Teachers’ Club (TTC) launched 
the first ever NIE Fiesta 09. The five-day-
long carnival featured funfair favorites 
such as Dunky and Foosball, free treats 
that included balloon sculpting, candy 
floss and pop corn, as well as magic shows 
and movie screening. Highlights also 
included a lucky draw with attractive 
prizes including a Phillips home theatre 
system and a gaming keyboard, as well as 
our very own NIE Hunks and Babes 09.

Melissa Ng
Trainee Teachers’ Club

This new initiative was born out of the 
idea to provide a platform for all staff and 
students of both NIE and NTU to mingle 
with one another, have fun and forge 
strong bonds with one another. With the 
chatter and sounds of laughter all around, 
it would seem this objective was met.

The  festivities commenced on 
January 16th at 4.30pm after NIE Director 
Professor Lee Sing Kong made a speech, 
where he commented that he looked 
forward to having more such vibrant and 
lively activities here on the NIE Campus. 
It was indeed a fun event that the 
Trainee Teachers’ Club would like to see 
happening on a yearly basis.

NIE Fiesta

Dr Jane and the team

Group leader, Jin Hao, and Staff Facilitator, 
Mdm Lin, with Dr Jane

Dr Jane with “Mr. H”

Mrs Seah-Lee Moi Fong giving out prizes

Our Guest-of-Honour, 
Prof Lee Sing Kong (right)

NIE Hunk & Babe
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Character Development 
Conference 09

The 2nd International Conference on 
Character Development through 
Service and Experiential Learning 

was held at NIE from 17 to 18th March 2009. 
This conference saw local and international 
academics, teachers, students and members 
of the public coming together to share best 
practices in service and experiential learning 
with the aim of developing character among 
our youth. The event kicked off with a 
welcome address by Professor Lee Sing 
Kong, Director NIE, followed by an opening 
address by Ms Grace Fu, Senior Minister of 
State, Ministry of National Development and 
Ministry of Education. Over the span of two 
days, participants were treated to keynote 
addresses from the best in the fields of service 
and experiential learning, and shared their 
experiences with each other. Many NIE and 
school projects were showcased. NIE was also 
proud to host the National Service Learning 
Awards given by the National Youth Council.

Our Guest-of-Honour, Ms Grace Fu, talking with 

GESL Group members

The Opening Ceremony of the conference

Ms Grace Fu shows interest in the Youth Voice in 
Service Learning projects

Mr Teo Ser Luck, our Guest-of-Honour for the NYC’s 
Service Learning Awards, poses with a winning team

Programme and Student Development Unit 
Foundation Programmes Office
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Melissa Ng
Trainee Teachers’ Club

On the 13th, 14th and 15th July 
2009 consecutively, at the 
Nanyang Auditorium, the 

National Institute of Education saw 1,893 
newly qualified teachers graduating at 
the Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony.

For the first ceremony, a total of 
604 teachers from the Bachelor of 
Arts (Education), Bachelor of Science 
(Education) and Postgraduate Diploma 
in Education (Primary) Programmes 
received their certificates. The second 
ceremony witnessed 655 teachers from 
the Diploma in Education programmes 
and the final ceremony saw 634 teachers 
receiving certificates in the Postgraduate 
Diploma in Education (Secondary & PE).

The Guests-of-Honour for the 
events were Dr Ng Eng Hen, Minister 
for Education and Second Minister 
for Defence; Ms Grace Fu, Senior 
Minister of State, Ministry of National 
Development and Ministry of Education 
and Mr S Iswaran, Senior Minister of 
State, Ministry of Trade and Industry and 
Ministry of Education.

Dr Ng Eng Hen presented the MOE 
Postgraduate Scholarship Awards and 
The National Youth Council Outstanding 
Youth in Education Awards.  The 
former is a professional development 
scheme that MOE offers to outstanding 
graduate Education Officers. This year, 
51 Education Officers received the 
scholarship that would enable them to 
pursue their Master’s degree or Ph.D at 
local and overseas universities. In his 
speech, Dr Ng commended Mr Eugene 

Ng Ming Teck of Jing Shan Primary, Miss 
Leow Hwee Fen of Anderson Secondary 
and Mr Muhammad Rezal Bin Ramli 
of Ping Yi Secondary for winning the 
Outstanding Youth in Education Awards, 
saying that these teachers are ”excellent 
role models who have inspired the 
younger generation with their hearts of 
service and compassion.”

All three Guests-of-Honour stressed 
in their speech the importance of quality 
teachers, and the critical roles MOE, NIE 
as well as the community of teachers 
play, so as to maintain high education 
standards. Indeed, Mr S Iswaran 
emphasized this in his speech by saying 
that “No education service can rise above 
the standard of its teachers.”  Ms Grace 
Fu also highlighted the importance 
of recognizing the “extraordinary 
influence” that teachers have over 
young minds. By keeping that in mind 
as well as remembering to uphold high 
standards of teaching, Dr Ng declared 
that teachers will be rewarded with 
gratitude and respect by their students.

Indeed, teachers are the very 
backbone of a good education system, 
as emphasized by Professor Lee Sing 
Kong, Director of NIE. He reminded 
graduands that quality teachers are ”the 
pillars that anchor our students with 
strong foundational values, knowledge, 
skills, competencies and critical thinking 
that prepares them for the challenges 
in life that they will face beyond the 
classroom.” Prof Lee also talked about 
the international profile and peer 

recognition that NIE has been amassing, 
as evident when  NIE was invited to the 
Annual American Educational Research 
Association (AERA) 2009 Meeting to 
present a featured international Teacher 
Education Symposium. The AERA is the 
world’s largest international education 
research conference that comprises about 
13,000 to 15,000 delegates, making it the 
most prestigious forum to raise the NIE 
profile. Education experts there were 
”highly impressed” with NIE’s teacher 
education programme. 

Prof Lee in turn left the graduands 
with two quotes. The first by Henry Ford 
”Coming together is a beginning: Staying 
together is progress: Working together is 
success”, urging students to maintain a 
strong teacher network, to remember that 
they are always part of the NIE family 
and to “fly the NIE flag high.”

The second quote by Marie Curie ”I 
never see what has been done; I only see 
what remains to be done”,  reminded 
graduands that as educators, the journey 
of learning should be that of a lifetime, 
that “our own learning represents not the 
point at which we arrive, but the journey 
that is ahead”.

Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony 09



Ivan Ng Chin Yong:Ivan graduated with a Distinction in the Diploma In Education programme. He is the proud recipient of the Dr Shila Fernandez prize.

Benjamin Lim
 Yi:

Benjamin graduated with Second Class 

Honors (U
pper Division) in the Bachelor of Arts 

(Education) Programme. He was awarded The 

Association Of Nanyang University
 Graduates 

Gold Medal and The NIE A
ward.

character, would you want to have 
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The 2009 
Valedictorians

Benjamin Lim: The best part about teaching is that you get to 
give back something to society that you feel blessed to have 
received. You are a first-hand example for your students of 
the wealth of human experience that you have amassed. 

Andrew Chong: The best part about teaching is how dynamic 
it is. A lesson which has worked perfectly before might not 
work with another class, or even on another day depending 
on the mood of the class. It really falls on the teacher to be so 
sensitive and in tune with the classroom atmosphere all the 
time in order to deliver a lesson effectively.

What is the best part about teaching? 

Benjamin Lim: Bruce Wayne (Batman). It’s interesting 
observing the psyche of such a person who has to live 
under such tremendous pressure all the time -performing 
superhuman acts but yet simply being as human as you and 
I. It’s an inspiration and reminder for all of us that the world 
may not always understand you, but you have to understand 
the world. 

Andrew Chong: I would really want to meet President Obama 
and his speech-writing team. Obama has produced some of 
the greatest speeches I’ve ever read and heard. Being someone 
interested in speech-writing and delivery, I really want to find 
out from him the secrets to crafting and delivering an effective 
and powerful speech.

dinner with and why? 

Which famous person/fictional 

Benjamin Lim: I write down everything I have to do in my 
diary and I try not to take on too many projects at once - it’s 
also good to keep checking with your department schedule 
before planning things. Ultimately, it all boils down to good 
time management. 

Andrew Chong: I maintain a strict ‘Sabbath’ day rule 
where there is always one day a week where I ensure that 
I do not do any work at all. I protect that day and spend it 
meaningfully with the people who matter to me.

How do you balance both life and work? 

Benjamin Lim: What doesn’t kill you only makes you stronger. 

Andrew Chong: One life philosophy I live by is to always 
go beyond being ‘ordinary’. In everything I do, I always 
strive to be different; to stand out by doing something that 
others won’t think of.

What is one life philosophy that you live by? 

Andrew Chong Wen Yi:
Andrew graduated with a distinction in the Post 

Graduate Diploma In Education (Secondary)

Programme. He received the Singapore Teachers Union 

Book Prize.
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What Inspires you?

Li Qian Yi, Singapore Association for the Advancement 
of Science Prize Winner:
Faith, Believe, Trust, and being true to your passion. This is 
something that has been affirmed through dragon boating 
during my NTU and NIE days again and again.

Darron Goh, Lee Kuan Yew Gold Medal; Singapore 
National Olympic Council Gold Medal, The Sng Yew 
Chong Award and SPC Book Prize Winner:
I think the fact that I have had the opportunity to 
further my studies has been a key factor in driving 
me forward. Not coming from a well-to-do family, 
having my education sponsored for by the Ministry of 
Education was a gift from God that I felt I had to make 
the most of.

Eric Wu, Singapore Sports Council Book Prize Winner:
When I was offered  a cross over to the BSc program 
two years ago, I knew life has opened a door of golden 
opportunity for me. When I made the decision to take 
up the offer, I told myself that I am going to cherish this 
opportunity and make the best out of it.

Shoon Ming Hui, Rotary International 75th Anniversary 
Gold Medal and the Jurong Shipyard Gold Medal Winner:
The fundamental belief that the best gains reaped from 
being an educator are certainly not about finances, but 
rather, the positive changes that can be made, the rallying 
impact of these changes, the ability to enjoy working for 
the sake of learning and the communicative influence on 
our youths acquired. 

Cayman Loh, Beng Kim Holdings Book Prize Winner:
My belief that not one student should be left out in his/her 
learning. Every child should be purposefully and actively 
engaged so that his or her learning is optimised.

Wong Yin Mei, LCCI Prize Winner:
I worked in the corporate world first but teaching had 
always been my childhood ambition. Yet, it was not till my 
Mum bravely fought Cancer that it truly dawned on me 
how precious each day is and that I should not waste any 
more time not living my dreams. Her fighting spirit truly 
inspired me.

Cheong Kah Yin, History Association Of Singapore  
Book Prize Winner:
I was inspired by my teachers to pursue teaching as 
a career. My teachers were patient and caring, and 
they always encouraged me to persevere and trudge on in 
times of difficulty.  
 Now, as a teacher, I am inspired by the sparks of 
‘enlightenment’ that my students display every time they are 
able to solve a problem or to understand a certain concept. 

Paul Leong, Justice Choor Singh Gold Medal Winner:
I learnt a long time ago from R. A. Salvadore that we have 
to remember sometimes that a sunrise or sunset lasts 
only but for a few minutes, but its beauty is burned into 
our hearts for an eternity. Strangely enough it is often the 
littlest things that we do that deliver instead the greatest of 
changes. And once a person has truly and fully embraced 
this odd but magical concept, everything that he or she 
does for the student somehow no longer becomes devoid of 
any meaning or significance. It is this very realisation that 
whatever I do has the genuine potential to make an inherent 
and positive difference to another, that truly inspires me.

Prize Winners with Mr S Iswaran, Senior Minister of State, 
Ministry of Trade & Industry and Ministry of Education (centre)

Graduands taking the Teachers’ Pledge
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Valedictorian Speech by Andrew Chong Wen Yi, 
Valedictorian of PGDE (Sec) July 2008 Batch

1.	 Today,	I	have	been	given	the	honour	to	address	all	
of	you,	my	fellow	student	teachers	–	to	encapsulate	
our	journey	in	NIE	and	to	provide	us	with	some	
perspective	and	inspiration	for	our	journey	ahead	as	
we	begin	our	careers	as	education	officers.		

2.	 One	thing	that	can’t	be	denied,	regardless	of	our	
age	and	school	background,	is	that	the	education	
landscape	we	are	going	to	teach	in	is	not	the	same	
as	the	one	we	learnt	in.	NIE	has	given	us	insights	
into	what	these	changes	entail.	Our	Information	and	
Communications	Technology	(ICT)	course	introduced	
us	to	the	framework	for	engaged	learning	and	how	it	
had	been	implemented.	Educational	Psychology	I	gave	
us	first-hand	experience	at	problem-based	learning	as	
we	looked	at	Ms	Rita	and	Mr	Wong’s	classrooms.	Our	
Educational	Psychology	II	and	Social	Contexts	courses	
taught	us	classroom	management	and	broadened	
our	perspectives	on	how	our	education	system	had	
progressed	in	terms	of	its	inclusiveness	and	emphasis.		
All	in	all,	through	NIE,	we	see	an	education	system	that	
has	progressed	–	that	has	moved	forward.	

3.	 Reality,	though,	presents	us	with	a	different	picture.	
The	online	edition	of	Channel	Newsasia	on	19th	
May	2009	was	headlined,	‘Parents,	students	panic	as	
publication	of	past-year	papers	held	up.’	Given	the	
current	H1N1	crisis,	parents	are	voicing	concerns	
that	possible	school	closures	would	make	it	difficult	
to	complete	the	syllabus.	When	push	comes	to	
shove,	buzzwords	like	Ten	Year	Series,	syllabus,	
examinations	still	matter	to	stakeholders.	

4.	 Most,	if	not	all	of	us,	would	have	met	with	a	disjunct	
between	what	we	have	learnt	in	NIE,	and	our	schools.	
How,	then,	do	we	position	ourselves	as	beginning	
teachers?	It	has	often	been	said	that	beginning	
teachers,	fresh	out	of	NIE,	are	the	ones	with	the	
most	passion,	who	are	most	willing	to	implement	
the	latest	pedagogies	in	their	lessons.	We	are	seen	
as	the	ones	most	open	to	doing	something	new	and	
different.	However,	some	of	us	will	enter	schools	
where	not	much	has	changed.	We	may	face	seemingly	
insurmountable	obstacles	whenever	we	go	against	the	
grain,	rather	than	just	adopting	what	has	been	tried,	
tested,	proven	and	guaranteed	to	produce	results.	

5.	 The	question	I	want	to	ask	today	is:	How	can	we	
keep	that	fire	for	change	burning	as	we	enter	our	
respectiveschools?	

6.	 Parker	Palmer,	in	The	Courage	to	Teach,	brings	us	
back	to	one	essential	truth	-	that	“in	our	rush	to	
reform	education,	we	have	forgotten	a	simple	truth:	
reform	will	never	be	achieved	by	renewing	and	
revising	if	we	continue	and	demean	and	dishearten	
the	human	resource	called	the	teacher	on	whom	so	
much	depends”.	The	McKinsley	Report,	published	
in	2007,	claims	that	the	quality	of	education	

system	cannot	exceed	the	quality	of	its	teachers.	
The	key	to	the	success	of	our	education	system	is	
not	in	our	textbooks,	though	the	U.S.	seeks	after	
our	mathematics	textbooks,	nor	is	it	our	school	
management	structure,	which	Bhutan	is	currently	
modeling.	The	key	to	our	success	is	our	teachers.	It	is	
all	of	us	–	every	single	one	of	us,	seated	here	today.	I	
am	important.	You	are	important.	We	are	important.	

7.	 The	most	important	question	to	carry	in	our	hearts	
today	as	we	depart	from	NIE	today	is	not	what	we	
teach,	not	how	we	teach,	not	even	why	we	teach	–	it	
is	who	we	teach	from	–	who	is	the	‘self’	from	whom	
we	teach?	If	there’s	something	unique	about	the	
teaching	profession,	it	is	the	fact	that	it	is	difficult	to	
divorce	our	‘selves’	from	our	‘teaching’.	Unlike	most	
professions,	there	is	something	about	good	teaching	
that	is	distinctly	individual,	arising	from	your	
passions,	your	values	and	your	personality.	And	that	
is	why	your	lesson	plan	might	not	work	for	another.	

8.	 At	the	heart	of	education	is	this	essential	truth	–	the	
self	who	teaches	matters	the	most!	Who	is	this	self	that	
motivated	you	through	NIE’s	grueling	assignments?	
Who	is	this	self	who	churned	out	plan	after	lesson	
plans	during	Practicum?	Who	is	this	self	sitting	here	
today	–	in	this	auditorium	–	receiving	the	certificate,	
hoping	to	leave	your	mark	on	Singapore’s	education	
landscape?	Do	you	believe	that	this	‘self’	matters	–	
that	you	can	indeed	make	a	difference?

9.	 In	a	bid	to	promote	some	critical	thinking,	I	choose	
today	not	to	provide	any	answers.	We	enter	into	
a	very	real	world	as	we	leave	NIE	today,	where	
resistance	to	change	may	often	seem	insurmountable.	
Yet,	knowing	that	we	do	matter	in	the	larger	picture,	
gives	us	that	motivation	each	day	to	be	different,	to	
continue	to	hope	–	not	because	we	want	to	meet	the	
demands	of	our	reporting	officers	or	comply	with	
bigger	schemes	of	educational	reform	–	but	because	
the	changes	we	implement	matter	to	us	and	our	
teaching.	We	must	believe	in	what	we	do	–	and	keep	
on	keeping	on,	because	what	we	do	matters	to	us.	

10.	 It	has	been	said	that	an	education	system	takes	an	
entire	generation	to	change.	What	we	do	today	has	
ripple	effects	that	may	take	ages	to	surface.	Let	us	
leave	the	halls	of	NIE	today	with	a	sense	of	hope	for	
the	future	of	our	education	system,	and	the	future	
of	our	nation.	Our	farewells	today	will	only	be	
temporary,	as	we	will	continue	to	meet	at	various	
in-service	and	postgraduate	courses	in	NIE	and	when	
we	do,	may	we	exchange	stories	of	the	progress	
in	our	schools	and	most	importantly,	how	we	are	
contributing	to	it.	I	wish	all	of	you	here	today	all	the	
best	in	your	journey	as	an	educator	–	a	journey	that	
will	be	uniquely yours,	and	uniquely you.	Thank	you	
very	much.	God	bless.	
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Jervy M. Robles

Thank you NIE for the wonderful 
experience - Reflections of an 

international scholar

I find the English language courses at NIE interesting. One thing I have noticed about them is that they do not conflict with each other. They advocate similar pedagogical principles yet do not seem to lose sight of their focus. Many of the recurring themes highlighted in each course try to address specific realities in Singapore schools that need reform. These themes are never exclusive to the local context though since they can also be made relevant and useful for our purposes in the Philippines.It is also a good experience to have local as well as foreign students as classmates at NIE. We took turns stepping up to lead the class in our school projects and I must admit that I was fortunate to have worked with people of other nationalities who also take their studies seriously. Actually, our professors have many good things to say about the Filipino group – that we always come prepared for the lessons and we turn in well-written papers.If there is one thing I appreciate in the way things are done at NIE, it is the premium that it puts on research. Aside from the standard textbooks for the courses, teachers are also required to read journal articles and critically evaluate what these articles are saying. This focus is very much evident in the kind of papers that we are required to complete and 

produce. In doing such papers, we are also trained to always acknowledge our sources using the APA style and to respect intellectual property all the time. So in a way, the courses help us become informed readers, critical reviewers and responsible writers in the end.Students like me who plan to take the accelerated program, have to be a full-time student. Most of my waking hours were spent inside the library or in front of the computer. As a student in Singapore, I also had to contend with the reality that technology is an integral part of school work. I definitely had a lot of online learning which entailed on my part a certain degree of familiarity and comfort with computer programs. In fact, many of the things the professors at NIE disseminate as information for their classes are usually coursed through the internet. Hence, it has really become incumbent upon students to check most things online.

The internet was also instrumental in keeping correspondences with my home country. There were many occasions when I had to ask for some important documents in order to complete some requirements. If only I could use authentic materials from my school back in the Philippines all the time, I would have done so. However, some of the course assignments required us to do group work which somehow made it impossible for me to always use our own materials. On several occasions, we had to use data from local schools in Singapore since it was the most logical choice in terms of logistics and practicality. Moreover, the fact that I was working with a team of teachers of different nationalities meant that I needed to make compromises and adapt along the way. Perhaps the next best thing to do given these limitations would be to apply what I had learned from these projects, now that I am back in my home country.Thank you NIE for the wonderful experience.
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Nilasari Binte Mohamed Soffe: It’s 
all about balance. It is not wrong to be 
friendly but fierce is not recommended 
especially in Secondary school. It 
will backfire on you. It is best to just 
be firm and state your standards at 
the beginning. Friendly is good as it 
shows to the students that we can be 
approachable. However, there must be a 
line drawn to how friendly you can be. 
Talking, laughing and joking are alright 
but going out with them is strictly not 
recommended. It might present yourself 
wrongly to your colleagues.

Cindy: When I started out, I ensured that 
I was stricter with the students so that 
they know that even though I am a trainee 
teacher I will not allow them to climb over 
my head. As time passed, I relaxed more 
and it makes lessons very enjoyable for 
me and my students. 

Li Xin: Actually, I feel that always being 
prepared and sincere is really the key to 
having a good rapport with the students. 
Identifying with the students’ culture, 
likes and dislikes is also a good way to 
gain their respect and support.

In order to gain more tips on how to ace practicum, something which 
Im sure many student teachers are interested to know, I managed to get 
Nilasari Binte Mohamed Soffe (BSc, Year 4), Cindy Chai Chang Wei (BA, 
Year 4) and Tan Li Xin (BA,Year 4), all practicum acers to share their 
practicum experiences.

If you’re too friendly they step all

over you, if you’re fierce, they

hate you. How do you present 

yourselves to your students?

Nilasari Binte Mohamed Soffe: 
Mostly the challenges I faced are that 
of students’ interest in the subjects. I’m 
teaching Chemistry and Maths and 
although chemistry is interesting with 
a lot of videos and such, it all comes 
down to application of knowledge to the 
questions. I really need to go through with 
students stepwise on how to answer these 
questions and you can lose them along the 
way but we gotta try.

Cindy: I had problems marking as 
English and Biology prove to be subjects 
that require a lot of marking especially 
students’ essays. However, I realize that 
with proper time management I was able 
to cope. 

Li Xin: Due to the busy schedule, it is 
very easy for us to be totally uncertain 
about why we have to go through this 
kind of stress, some may even end up 
wanting to give up, however, I took time 
to always reflect on why I joined the 
teaching career in the beginning. Seriously, 
it has always been about the students. 
Clear your mind, move on!

What were the challenges you

faced during your practicum and

how did you overcome them?

Nilasari Binte Mohamed Soffe: 
Immediate intervention. We need to 
intervene any problems or issues that 
arise immediately so as to prevent other 
students from committing the same 
mistakes. If time is a factor, immediately 
request for a meeting after the lesson or 
during breaks. However, it is necessary to 
not spend too much time on the issues. It 
can affect the lesson objectives. 

Cindy: I make sure that the students 
are in their allocated seats at the start of 
lesson. I also make sure that they do not 
talk to each other by trying to make my 
lessons as interesting as possible so that 
they have no reason to talk to each other. 

Li Xin: Basically, what I always tell my 
friends is that when your children love 
you, they will do their best to impress 
you and they will behave well. However, 
if talking about strategy, never humiliate 
your children and make them feel lousy, 
therefore, giving encouragement and 
praise both in class and outside class (one 
on one) is very important.

What do you do to ensure

effective classroom management?

Nilasari Binte Mohamed Soffe: Just 
be yourself and have fun.  Ultimately it is 
not the quantity of work you put through, 
it is the quality and the passion you put 
through that counts.

Cindy: Good time management and a 
group of practicum mates whom you can 
depend on to gripe and complain and to 
support you through the ten weeks. =) 

Li Xin: To love it and not grumble about 
it. Try to also have a good balance of 
work and life. As much as possible, I 
try to finish my work in the day so I can 
still have time with my husband, family 
and friends in the evenings. Adequate 
rest is also important so that you will 
always be alert to sudden hiccups and 
be able to solve problems intelligently 
and creatively.

acing practicum? 

Practicum Heroes

Any golden nuggets on

Melissa Ng
Trainee Teachers’ Club
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Aisha Farhana binte Najumudeen
Chairperson of ASEAN Club 

The inaugural ASEAN YOUTH 
MANIA CAMP (AYM) ’09 which 
was held from the 16th -24th June 

09 was the first regional project organized 
by the pioneers of ASEAN Club. A total 
of 65 Youth Delegates from Naresuan 
University (Thailand), Vietnam National 
University and Nanyang Technological 
University participated in this camp.  
They took part in a week-long camp 
which aimed to expand the ASEAN Youth 
Network, to learn from one another’s 
cultural and educational experiences 
and to explore Singapore’s arts, cultural 
and educational scenes. AYM 2009 
was officially opened by our Guest-of-
Honour, Director of National Institute of 
Education, Professor Lee Sing Kong on the 
17th June 09 at the Arts, Design and Media 
Auditorium with stunning performances 

by our very own DanceFuzion, Malay 
Languaage and Cultural Society and 
two secondary school students from St. 
Margaret’s Secondary School.

The Youth Delegates participated in 
a 938LIVE Radio Show, the 2nd Annual 
ASEAN Educational Forum, Amazing 
Race at Sentosa, Cultural Heritage Tours, 
Gawad Kalinga Community Service 
Project Workshop and the very first Arts 
Jam carrying the theme of Masquerade 
jointly organized by the Bachelor Of 
Arts Club and the ASEAN Club.  We 
extend our special thanks to students 
from LASALLE College of the Arts for 
displaying their creative masterpieces 
during the Arts Jam. Professor Goh Kim 
Chuan was our Guest-of-Honour for the 
Official Closing Ceremony of AYM and 
Arts Jam 2009. This camp has not only 

shown that the ASEAN Youth Network 
is expanding with the years and will be 
proof of long-lasting friendship but has 
also shown the power of youths to create 
awareness and learn from one another 
through such cultural and educational 
exchange trips. This year we have 
started with 3 countries for the ASEAN 
YOUTH MANIA. The one hope we all 
share is for this to grow to include all 10 
nations in the near future. As Professor 
Lee had very passionately put to us 
“It only takes a spark to start a raging 
fire, let Singapore be that spark.” To the 
pioneers of ASEAN club, “congratulations 
on making our dream a reality!”

The 1st ASEAN YOUTH MANIA 2009
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The 1st Annual ASEAN Educational 
Forum was held on 17 May 2008. 
Following the success of the first 

forum, ASEAN Club went on to organise 
the second forum. The 2nd Annual 
ASEAN Educational Forum (AAEF) was 
held on Saturday, 20th June 2009. 

The first forum touched on the “Roles 
of Youths in ASEAN”. Students were 
actively exploring the ways in which they 
could contribute to ASEAN. This year, 
the forum undertook a more challenging 
topic, “The External Relations of ASEAN”. 
The discussion topic was aimed at 
exploring the different relationships that 
ASEAN has with other organisations 
like the European Union and with other 

The 2nd ASEAN Educational Forum
countries like the United States and China. 
The topic also enabled the participants to 
understand why ASEAN needs to be an 
outward looking organisation. 

The 2nd AAEF was once again 
graced by Ambassador Ong Keng Yong, 
Minister-at-Large at the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. Ambassador Ong graced 
the event as the Guest-of-Honour and 
the chief panellist of the forum. The other 
panellists were Dr Yeo Lay Hwee, Dr 
Sheng Lijun and Mr Tan Seng Chye. 

Apart from the local students from 
secondary schools, junior colleges and 
tertiary institutions, there were also 
international delegates from Thailand and 
Vietnam who took part in the forum. The 

panellists gave the participants remarkable 
insights on ASEAN and its external 
relations. There was lively interaction 
between the participants and the panellists. 

During the forum, the winners of the 
essay writing competition and the video 
competition shared their winning entries 
with the participants. To top things off, 
Dreamfall performed specially for the 
participants during the forum. The 2nd 
AAEF proved to be a great success and 
ASEAN Club will continue to organise 
more of such events for NIE and the 
community around it.  

Nur Aini binte Mohd Yunos
ASEAN CLUB
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Mostapha Kamal
Chairperson

NIE Travel Club

NIE Travel Club’s journey began 
on 7th May 2009, with the 
ambitious Beijing-Moscow 

Trans-Siberian Expedition.  All in all, 
it took the team of 13 student teachers, 
twenty-one days, to travel across China, 
Mongolia & Russia. 

The expedition, which took a semester 
to plan, was a laudable success for the 
club and a truly unforgettable experience 
for the participants 

Our team spent five days in post-
Olympic Beijing, covering their landmark 
sites - the Great Wall at Badaling, 
Tiananmen Square, the Forbidden City 
Palace and the Temple of Heaven.

Overseas Trip - All of 21 days

We then embarked on a six-day ‘rite 
of passage’ on the Trans-Siberian route 
via Mongolia. This once-in-a-lifetime 
experience brought us deep through 
landlocked areas such as Ulan Bator, 
Irkutsk, Lake Baikal, Novorsibirsk, 
among others. The thought of enduring 
the world’s longest railroad, and 
to endure it in a compact 4-berth 
couchette for under a week, was just 
as frightening as it was thrilling. The 
endlessness of the onward journey and 
the vastness of the scenery allowed us 
ample time to window-gaze and reflect. 
To look back on how far a distance 
we’ve come, to see, to experience and 
to understand more of this world. 

More than any personal achievement, 
we would like to believe that time on 
the train allowed for the opportunity to 
self-discover and to think of the countless 
things we can be thankful for. 

Moscow was truly enchanting at the 
very least. We found the city far easier to 
enter than it was to leave. The St. Basil’s 
Cathedral, the Kremlin, the Stalinist 
skyscrapers were all architectural wonders 
in their own right. 

It seems that this world is larger and 
more beautiful than we imagine it to be.
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Idzham Khalid bin Ithnin
 NIE Travel Club

Great Barrier Reef 2009 - Reflections 

On the 10th of May 2009, 35 
student teachers from NIE 
embarked on an expedition 

to the Great Barrier Reef in Cairns, 
Australia. The expedition planned by 
NIE Travel Club was a 7 days 5 nights 
trip to Down Under spending 5 days 
in Cairns and the remaining in Sydney. 
The expedition was packed with loads 
of activities that ranged from White 
Water Rafting on the mighty Tully River, 
Aboriginal Life in Kuranda and The 
Great Barrier Reef. 

White-water rafting was a unique 
experiences for all of us because we were 
not able to do this in Singapore. The Tully 
River had as many as twenty rapids with 
its very strong currents which made this 
activity ever exciting. We need to credit 
our cheerful raft facilitators who made it 
a memorable and meaningful experience 
for all of us. 

In Kuranda, we learnt new skills such 
as Boomerang throwing and also learnt 
about aborigine life in Australia. These 
aspects include their shelter, hunting 
for food as well as entertainment. In 
addition, we were also able to learn 
about the Australian wildlife such as 
kangaroos, wombats and koalas. 

Our last activity was at the Great 
Barrier Reef which was a 2hr ferry ride 
from Cairns. The waves in the Coral Sea 
were pretty strong and caused many of 
us to be sea sick. However, the journey 
was worth it because we were able to 
snorkel around colorful coral and be 
awed by their beauty.

Our short trip to Australia was filled 
with activities that were both thrilling 
and at the same time insightful. 
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Chen Xinhong
Chairperson

NIE DanceFuzion
BSc. PE Yr 3

Joint Dance Concert ‘09
The 2008-09 academic year was an 

important one for NIE DanceFuzion. 
Not only did we see a significant 

growth in the number of members, but we 
also expanded beyond the walls of NIE. 
We stretched ourselves by embarking on a 
greater variety of projects and on a greater 
scale. One such project was the NTU Joint 
Dance Concert 2009.

The Joint Dance Concert is the finale 
closing ceremony of NTU Nanyang Arts 
Festival, an annual event organized by the 
NTU Cultural Activities Club (CAC). The 
performers typically include dance groups 
under CAC. This year, we were honored 
to be invited as guest performers to put up 
a 5 minute item. 

Practices started as early as January 
and they proved to be grueling and 
challenging. Our choreographer and 
instructor, Carol Cheong from Studio 
Wu, continued to nurture us with her 
ever-patient guidance. The members also 
provided one another with tremendous 
support and encouragement, moving 

forward as a team to the National Library 
Drama Centre on 15 March 2009. The final 
product was as awesome as the journey, as 
the organizers and audience commended 
us on our professionalism. 

Our first major NTU event was a huge 
success and it definitely will not be our 
last. We look forward to more of such 
opportunities in the future as we continue 

to spread our love for dance and to bridge 
the gap between NTU-NIE, for we are 
really one family.

For enquiries on dance sessions and upcoming 
events, please visit our blog at  
http://dancefuzion.blogspot.com or email us at 
nie.dancefuzion@gmail.com

Chong Ming Liang Chris
Vice-President

NIE DanceFuzion
Bsc (Ed) Year 1

Dancerobics!
Have you been feeling lethargic 

lately? Need to take a break 
from the desk and loosen up? 

Want to gain some stamina, work that 
body, learn some dance moves and keep 
fit amidst your hectic schedule? Fret not! 
Dancerobics is here!

Dancerobic is a series of workshops 
conducted by DanceFuzion, with its 
first run held during February-March 
2009. Being the only official performing 
arts club, DanceFuzion aims to involve 
the NIE community in promoting total 
wellness while contributing to the 

NIE entertainment scene. This time, 
Dancerobics is specially conducted for the 
staff of NIE.

During the 8 fun-filled sessions, 
participants explored dance genres like 
House and Hip-Hop. Amidst other cool 
routines, participants also danced to 
the nostalgic beats of “Dancing Queen” 
towards the end of the workshop. It was 
a great success as participants acquired 
basic dance techniques, achieved a higher 
level of confidence and learned to express 
themselves through dance.

Dancerobics became an instant hit with 
the staff, generating positive feedback and 
immense interest in future workshops. 
DanceFuzion looks forward to providing 
the NIE community with more of such 
exciting workshops in the future. Look out 
for the next Dancerobics coming your way!
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Christopher Ng
ASEAN Club

Gawad Kalinga (GK) held its first 
ever Global Summit in Boston, 
Massachusetts from 11th – 14th 

June 2009. During this inaugural Summit, 
which was graced by the Vice President 
of the Republic of Philippines, Noli de 
Castro, there was a wide range of people 
who came to share their experiences and 
the future plans for this organization, that 
aims to eliminate poverty all around the 
world. These included, Mayors, Senators 
and various CEOs from multinational 
companies, such as Coca Cola Ptd Ltd, 
and Globe telecommunications. 

Having collaborated twice with 
Gawad Kalinga last year, ASEAN Club 
was invited to attend this conference 
as part of the Singapore contingent. 
With the support from the Foundation 
Programmes Office, I was able to attend 
the summit and was appointed the leader 
of the Singapore Youth delegates. 

The Singapore Youth delegates 
comprised of students from National 
Institute of Education, Nanyang 
Technological University and Ngee Ann 
Polytechnic. On two occasions, we were 
invited to share a short presentation. 
Firstly, in Harvard’s Kennedy School of 
Government, we were part of the panel 
for the Gawad Kalinga Social Artistry 
Workshop where other speakers included 

two Mayors from the Philippines and a 
Dean from the University of Philippines. 

We were also invited to present 
during the GK Colleges and Universities 
Symposium, where youths from the 
universities and colleges, such as 
Harvard University and Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, came together 
to discuss on the role of youths in 
service learning. By proposing a Gawad 
Kalinga Youth Academy, we suggested a 
framework and structure for a youth-led 
and initiated effort in eradicating poverty. 

Overall, it had been an enriching 
experience for me. Through the 
interaction with the various delegates 
and guests, I was able to learn the various 
ways that people have been contributing 
to service learning. Furthermore, I was 
able to gain insights on the organization 
of such a large-scale event that will aid 
me in the management of next year’s 
summit, which will be held in Singapore. 

The GK Global Summit
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Gary Chew
BA Year 2

The word ‘Article’
“If you see any suspicious article, please call our staff at our hotline 1800-911-911-1 or if you 
think that number is too long, please call the police at 999.”

Sorry. Amendment. It should be: “If you see any suspicious article please inform our staff 
or call 999.” That is the announcement passengers in our Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) trains 
would hear, albeit a severely modified one. A story has been told of someone who took that 
announcement literally, but in an interesting way. Once again, as I recount:

When the train doors opened, the man jumped up from his seat, ran up the escalator 
and headed straight for XXX control station. With the utmost urgency, upon seeing the 
MRT officer, the man whispered into the former’s ears: “Sir. I need to report a suspicious 
article…” The MRT officer was stunned; no one had ever reported a suspicious article. But 
the six months of training in Basic MRT course had prepared the MRT officer well in dealing 
with suspicious articles. So he said: “Ok, stay calm and tell me where it is.”

“It’s in my bag,” the man said.
“Why is it in your bag!” the MRT officer was very stunned.
Wanting to avoid a lengthy explanation, the man opened his bag, took out a copy of 

Today newspaper, and pointing to the front-page, whispered to the MRT officer: “I find 
this article very suspicious.”
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